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THE WEIGHT OF A PSEUDOCOMPACT

(HOMOGENEOUS) SPACE WHOSE CARDINALITY
HAS COUNTABLE COFINALITY

ERIC K. VAN DOUWEN1

Abstract. Let I be an infinite pseudocompact space. We are interested in

restrictions on k = \X\ and X — w(X) in addition to the obvious inequalities A < 2"

and k < 2\ and k > 2", valid for X without isolated points (in particular for

homogeneous X). We show that if cf(ic) — u, then X < 2<", and even X < 2'' for

some n < k if X is homogeneous. Under the Singular Cardinals Hypothesis (which

is much weaker than the GCH), there are no further restrictions for X without

isolated points.

0. Conventions. All spaces considered are completely regular, and "group" means

"topological group". As usual, d, nw, w and x denote the cardinal functions

density, network weight, weight and character (note that we do not use character in

the group theoretic sense). All unexplained inequalities involving cardinal functions

are generally valid and have easy proofs, cf. [En, §1.5] or [Ju, p. 9.10].

We use k, X, p for infinite cardinals (= initial ordinals). For typographical

reasons we often use exp k for 2", exp2 k for 22' and

exp< k for 2<K = sup{21': y a cardinal, y < k}.

Recall that k is called a strong limit if 2Y < k for each cardinal y < k. For all X and

p with u regular there is a strong limit k with k > X and cf( p) = w. This tells that

Corollary 1.2 below is nonvacuous.

1. Results. Hodel has asked if for each k > u there is a countably compact space

X with w(X) > \X\ = k, [H, 3.4]; this question is motivated by the fact that

w(X) < \X\ if X is compact, [En, 3.1.21]. As mentioned by Hodel, [H, 3.4],

Comfort has shown that the answer is yes for k satisfying k" = k (see §3). We will

show that the answer is no for certain other k, but can be yes for k with k" =£ k, see

§4. In fact we investigate the more general question for which k and X there is a

space X with 1*1 = « and w(Ä") = X which is pseudocompact, or pseudocompact

and homogeneous.

The two inequalities restricting weight and cardinality of a space X are

w(*) < exp|A-| and 1*1 < exp w(^). (*)
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This is the only restriction on w(X) and |A"|: for all k and X with X < 2" and k < 2X

one can find a space X (which can be taken to be a group, see §3) with \X\ = k and

w(*) = X.

[Note that the statement that (*) gives the only restriction on w(X) and \X\ is

formally stronger than the statement that the inequalities in (») are sharp.]

For pseudocompact (homogeneous) X we find an additional restriction.

1.1 Theorem. Let X be a space with cf(|A"|) = co.

(A) IfX is pseudocompact then w(Jf) < exp^X \.

(B) If X is pseudocompact and homogeneous then d(X) < \X\, hence w(A") < 2''

for some p < \X\.

1.2 Corollary. If X is pseudocompact, and if \X\ is a strong limit with cf(|A"|) =

w, then w(X) = \X\ and X is not homogeneous.

There is another, elementary, additional restriction, which should be known.

1.3 Proposition. Let X be pseudocompact.

(a) If X has no isolated points, then \X\ > 2".

Ço) If X is infinite and homogeneous, then X has no isolated points.

Under a mild set theoretic assumption there are no other additional restrictions

on the weight and cardinality of a pseudocompact (even: countably compact)

space without isolated points, or on the weight and cardinality of a pseudocompact

homogeneous space (even: group).

1.4 Example. Assume the following statement

if p > 2" and cf( p) ^ u, then pu = p. (f)

Let k, X be cardinals with 2" < k < 2X and X < 2".

(A) If also X < 2<K in case cf(x) = co, then there is a countably compact space X

without isolated points satisfying \X\ = k and w(X) = X.

(B) If also X < 2M for some p <k in case cf(ic) = to, then there is a pseudocompact

group X with \X\ = k and w(A") = X.

For pseudocompact X with |A"| < 2" there is at least one more additional

restriction: |A"| = co iff wLY) = co; I did not investigate the question of whether

there are any further additional restrictions for such X. A more interesting question

is whether 1.1(B) and 1.3 are best possible for countably compact groups. An

attractive possibility is suggested in this question.

1.5 Question. If X is an infinite group (or homogeneous space) which is countably

compact, is \X\a = 1*1? Is at least cfflA^) ^ co?

By 1.2 the answer is yes under the GCH. If the answer (to the first question in

1.5) is yes, then there are no other restrictions, as will become clear in §3.

Another question is whether (f) is needed for Example 1.4. We here point out

that (f) is much weaker than the GCH: Easton has shown that any "rule" that is

not obviously false can be used to tell what 2" is for regular k, and his models

satisfy (f), [E]. Magidor has shown that the consistency of the existence of large

cardinals implies the consistency of ZFC -I—i(f), and mentions that Dodd and
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Jensen have shown that one needs a large cardinal, [M,], [M2]. (By contrast: the

consistency of ZFC + -iGCH follows from the consistency of ZFC alone.) We

also point out that (f ) is known to be equivalent to the so-called Singular Cardinals

Hypothesis (i.e. for all singular (whether cf(ic) = w or not), if k > 2cfw then
Kcfw = k+), [J, §8].

2. Proofs.

2.1 Proof of Theorem 1.1. It is well known that X is pseudocompact iff

(1) every nonempty Gs in ßX intersects X, [En, 3.10E], [GJ, 61], iff

(2) for every countable open cover % of X there is a finite *$ G % with

X = Cl* U &, [BCM, l(iv)].

Since cf(|*|) = u, there is a countable collection of subsets of X with X = U &

and \A\ < \X\ for A G (£, and there is a countable set M of cardinals with

sup(A/) = 1*1 and p < \X\ for p G M.

We prove (A): From (1) we see that ßX = U Aes*^ßx A- As w(Cl/w-/4) <

exp diClßx A) < exp|A \ for A G &, it follows that the infinite compact space ßX is

the union of a countable collection of subspaces each of weight at most exp<|Ar|.

Hence w(/j*) < exp<|Ar|, [En, 3.1.20] (for clearly nw(/?*) < exp<|Ar|, and w(0*)

= nw(/?*) since ßX is compact, [En, 3.1.19]).

We prove (B): Clearly (1) implies that X is a Baire space, hence there is B G &

with Intj- Clj. B =£ 0. As dilnt^- Cl^ B) < \B\, and X is homogeneous, it follows

that

(3) each x G X has a neighborhood Ux with d(Ux)<\X\.

[Actually d(Ux) < |TJ| < 1*1 for all x G X. We use the weaker statement (3) since

it yields an interesting Corollary to Proof.] For A G & and p G M define

Va+- U{Ux:x<=A,diUx)<p}.

Then <V= {VA : A G &, p G M) is a countable open cover of *. By (2) there is a

finite ÎÇT with * = Cl* U f. Clearly d(U 9) < \X\. Hence d(*) < \X\.   D

2.2 Corollary to Proof. If X is pseudocompact, and if\X\ is a strong limit with

cf(|*|) = w, then some but not all points of X have a neighborhood of cardinality

strictly less than \X\.

□ Since * is a strong limit and \U\ < exp2 d(i/), the inequalities \U\ < \X\ and

d(i/) < |*| are equivalent (for neighborhoods í/).   Q

2.3 Corollary to Proof. If X is a homogeneous Baire space with cf(|*| = u),

then w(*) < |*| • 2* for some p < |*|.    □

2.4 Proof of Corollary 1.2. Note that |*| < exp w(*), hence |*| < w(*)

since |*| is a strong limit.   □

2.5 Proof of Proposition 1.3A. Apply (1) of 2.1 and an obvious Cantor tree

argument.   □

3. The examples. Let II be the product of X factors (0, 1}. Then II is a compact

group under coordinatewise addition modulo 2. If 73 G H is dense and x G D then

X(x, D) = x(x, n) = X. As x(T>) < w(7)) < w(JT) = X it follows that w(£>) = X.

Consequently all examples below have weight X.
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First assume only k < 2X and X < 2". Then d(LT) < k since X < 2", [En, 2.3.15],

and k < |IT|, hence II has a dense subgroup G of cardinality k, namely the

subgroup generated by some dense set of cardinality k. (This justifies the statement

in the introduction that (*) is the only limitation even for groups.)

Now assume also that ku = k. It is easy to find subgroups Ga (a < co,) with

G E Ga E Gß (a < ß < co,), and \Ga\ = k and each countable set in Ga has a

cluster point in C7a+I. Then X = U aGa is a dense countably compact subgroup of

II with 1^1 = k. (This construction is taken from [SS, 4.5], and goes back to [F,

2.9].)

Next, assume k" ¥= k > 2U, but there is p < k (hence p < 2K) with X < 2». As

(ju+)" = p+, by (t), and since k > 2a, we may assume ¡ia = p. We have just seen

that II has a dense countably compact subgroup H with \H\ = p. There is a

subgroup X of n with X D H and j^rT | = #c (since p < k < \H\). Then X is

pseudocompact since it has a dense countably compact subgroup.

Finally, assume ku =£ k > 2", and X < 2<", but there is no p < k with X < 2M (so

that A = 2<,c). Since we assume (f) and since k > 2", there is a countable set M of

cardinals with k = sup(Af ) and pu = ft for p E M. For p E M let Yß he a

countably compact group with | Y \ = n and w(y ) = 2'*. Let A" be space obtained

from the topological sum of the Y^'s by adjunction of a point neighborhoods of

which include all but finitely many F^'s. Then A1 is a countably compact space

without isolated points such that |A"| = k and w(X) = 2<K = X.

4. Illustrations. We illustrate the results of this paper with two examples, neither

of which requires (f), as is clear from an analysis of §3.

First, let k be a strong limit with cf(/c) = co. Then there is an X with \X\ = k and

w(X) = X such that

X is any space iff k < X < 2",

X is any group iff k < X < 2",

X is countably compact (or pseudocompact) iff X = k,

X is a pseudocompact group for no À.

Next, by Easton's results, [E], it is consistent with ZFC that

2" = co8„ and exp co„ = cou+n (1 < n < co), and exp co,,, = cou+M+1.

If we assume this, then there is an X with 1^1 = cou and w(X) = X such that

X is any space iff co, < X < uu+u+x,

X is any group iff co, < X < coM+w+ „

X is countably compact (or pseudocompact)    iff co, < X < cou+w,

X is a pseudocompact group iff ux < X < uu+a.
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